
Who we are 

 

The Epsilon offers comprehensive mechanical, electrical and complete 

automation services to our diverse clients. Our services fall under two 

main categories of wet processing textile machines and converting 

machines. 

 OUR COMMITMENT Client satisfaction is paramount at The Epsilon. 

 We strive to achieve that satisfaction through a firm commitment to 

personal service backed by un-surpassed technological expertise. 

Contact Us 

 

A-47, Vrundavan Township, Harni Road, 

Vadodara-390006 

Phone: +91-9825994413 

Email: resolution@the-epsilon.com 

Web: www.the-epsilon.com 
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Our Services 

Consultancy 

 
 

Consultancy for casting, fabricated parts, 

machining, forging, rubber rolls, chrome 

plating, etc. To provide a complete and 

tangible solution to your problem. 

Design 

 
 

Our framing of the engineering design 

process delineates the following stages: 

research, conceptualization, feasibility 

assessment, establishing design 

requirements, preliminary design, detailed 

design, production planning and tool design, 

and production. 

New Product Development (NPD) 

 
 

New product development is described in 

the literature as the transformation of a 

market opportunity into a product available 

for sale and it can be tangible or intangible. 
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Make It Your Own 

If you think a document that looks this good has to be difficult to format, 

think again! 

We've created styles that let you match the formatting in this brochure 

with just a click. On the Home tab of the ribbon, check out the Styles 

gallery. 

This is the Quote style. It’s great for 

calling out a few very important points. 

Customize in Almost No Time 

To try out other looks for this brochure, on the Design tab of the ribbon, 

check out the Themes, Colors, and Fonts galleries. 

Have your own company fonts or colors? No problem! Those galleries 

give you the option to add your own. 

Make It Picture Perfect 

To replace any photo with your own, just right-click it and then click 

Change Picture. 

If your photo is not a flawless fit for the space, you can crop it to fit in 

almost no time. Just select the picture and then, on the Picture Tools 

Format tab, click Crop. 

  

Overview of Programs 

Risk Management 

 
 

Risk Management is the process of 

identifying, analyzing and responding to risk 

factors throughout the life of a project and in 

the best interests of its objectives. Proper 

risk management implies control of possible 

future events and is proactive rather than 

reactive. 

Strategic Sourcing Solution 

 
 

This is the process of taking advantage of 

purchasing opportunities by continually 

reviewing current needs against purchasing 

opportunities. 

Cost Optimization/Negotiation 

 
 

Project managers need to apply negotiation 

skills throughout the project life cycle. Early 

on in a project, as requirements are being 

captured and initial plans produced, the 

project manager may need to balance the 

time, cost, quality and scope requirements of 

the project and negotiate with stakeholders. 
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Getting Started 

What to Include? 

We know you could go on for hours about how great your business is. 

(And we don’t blame you—you’re amazing!) But since you need to keep 

it short and sweet, here are a few suggestions …  

“Your company is the greatest. I can’t 

imagine anyone living without you.” —

Very smart customer 

Focus on What You Do Best 

If you’re using this booklet for a company brochure, these middle pages 

are a good place for a summary of competitive benefits or some of those 

glowing testimonials, like the one above.  

You might also want to mention a few of your most impressive clients 

here: 

 Big, important company 

 Really well-known company 

 Very impressive company 

Additionally, you could include a bulleted list of products, services, or 

major benefits of working with your company. Or just summarize your 

finer points in a few concise paragraphs. 

  If your business doesn’t lend itself to photos as easily as the beautiful 

culinary examples shown in this template, have no fear. You can just 

select and delete a page of photos and replace it with text using the 

styles provided. 

A picture is worth 10,000 words, but only if it’s the right one. In 

marketing materials, remember that any image you use—good or bad—

makes a statement about your business. 

Don’t Forget the Mission 

This is a great spot for a mission statement 

 

 

 

Add a picture caption here. 

Add your text here. 
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